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Validation of a Faulted Rotor Induction Machine
Model With an Insightful Geometrical
Interpretation of Physical Quantities
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Abstract—Many proposals about induction-machine broken-
bar detection can be found in the literature. Disturbances that
affect phase currents, current space vector, power, fluxes, torque,
and speed have been utilized to diagnose mains-supplied machines.
Nevertheless, there is still disagreement about how the fault sig-
natures of the different variables correlate with the actual fault
and how they depend on the operating conditions. This paper
presents a simple but effective analytical representation of induc-
tion machines with rotor faults, based on a synchronous reference
frame and on Steinmetz’s phasors. The developed relationships
can be visualized through equivalent circuits, feedback loop block
diagrams, or geometrical loci, allowing a deep understanding of
the underlying physical phenomena, particularly as functions of
inertia and of the machine parameters. The insight thus gained
helps to enhance the quantification of fault severity with respect to
the usual diagnostic technique based on the sum of the sidebands,
clearly defining for the first time the field of validity of such
technique. The analytical results are verified through simulations
and experiments.

Index Terms—Analytical model, broken bars, condition mon-
itoring, fault diagnosis, induction machines, inverse problems,
modeling, motor current signature analysis (MCSA), spectral
analysis.

NOMENCLATURE

t Time.
ω Supply pulsation.
s Slip.
v Supply voltage.
i Phase current.
λ Magnetic flux linkage.
I,Φ Amplitude, angle of fundamental stator current.
i0 Magnetizing current.
e Electromotive force (EMF).
R Phase resistance.
l,M Leakage, magnetizing inductance.
P Number of pole pairs.
k Harmonic order of disturbance.
J, Jv Motor-load combined inertia, virtual inertia.
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KT ,K
ω
P Brake machine constant, speed loop propor-

tional gain.
N,n Total rotor bars, contiguous broken rotor bars.
Ns Number of stator turns per equivalent circuit.
p Differential operator d/dt.
ωr Mechanical rotor pulsation.
θ Mechanical rotor angle.
Tem Electromagnetic (EM) torque.
x,Xm Leakage, magnetizing reactance at supply

pulsation.
Z Specific machine impedance seen by fault-induced

EMF.
δ Adjacent rotor bars displacement.
il, ir Left, right current sideband component.
i′l Left current sideband component when J → ∞.
i′′l Left current sideband component due to speed

ripple.
ΔT ′

em EM torque ripple when J → ∞.
iact, ireact Active, reactive component of stator current.
istat, irot Stator, rotor current ripple caused by fault-induced

EMF.
ψ Angle between ΔIact and −jΔIreact.
β Angle between ΔIact and Ir.
α Angle between Ir and fault-induced EMF.
Subscripts
d, q Healthy, faulty axis of faulty rotor.
s, r Stator, rotor quantity.
b, e Rotor bar, end ring quantity.
p, n Positive, negative sequence symmetrical

component.
Modifiers
Δx Fault-induced ripple of quantity x.
X Steinmetz’s representing phasor of quantity x.
	x Space vector of quantity x.
X Amplitude of quantity x.
ϕx Phase angle of quantity x.

All the rotor quantities are referred to the stator.

I. INTRODUCTION

A S FAR as electric rotor faults in induction motors are
concerned, different physical quantities present anomalies

that can be used to detect the fault event: Currents, torque,
speed, and magnetic flux all contain fault-dependent spectral
components [1]. Historically, researchers have chosen mainly
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to use phase currents [a technique known as motor current
signature analysis (MCSA)] which can be monitored cheaply
and practically.

In case of mains-supplied motors, the amplitude of the phase
current component at (1− 2s)ω at first [2] and, some years
later, the amplitude of both sidebands at (1± 2s)ω [3] have
been proposed as fault indexes to quantify the fault severity.
Many researchers followed and modified these approaches [4]–
[8], with the aim of improving the efficiency of the diagnostic
procedure.

In recent years, the problems arising from converter supply
noise, the presence of different types of control, and, overall,
time-varying conditions have oriented the researchers toward
advanced digital signal processing and artificial intelligence.
In this context, the quantification of the fault, or at least
the determination of an alarm threshold justified through the
physical behavior of the faulty machine, has become secondary
issues. An attempt to link the machine reaction to the fault-
induced speed modulation was presented in [3], in which the
focal point was determining how to combine the amplitudes
of the two current sidebands. In this paper, the underlying
assumptions were not fully supported; moreover, computing
phase displacement by fast Fourier transform is not effective,
and the results were not convincing.

Some authors tried to overcome this problem by considering
a modulation index and distinguishing between phase and
amplitude modulation [9]–[13], considering the envelope of the
current signal [14], [15], or introducing unjustified assump-
tions about the phase displacement [8]. The influence of the
motor-load combined inertia on this displacement was never
addressed. Only paper [16], through the so-called “Vienna
monitoring system,” gives results independent of inertia, but
the proposed method needs voltage, current, and speed signals
and requires heavy computations while not providing a fault
severity diagnosis.

Some improvements have been introduced considering the
power signal or, in case of mains-supplied machines, the current
space vector. Through the active and reactive components at
2sω, researchers tried to obtain further indications to diagnostic
aims [17]–[20]. The question of how rotor faults or load oscil-
lations influence these signals produced many papers aimed at
distinguishing between the two events [10], [21]–[24].

The authors have presented a procedure to correlate the
Steinmetz phasors of phase current sideband components with
the phasors of active and reactive current space vector com-
ponents and, therefore, to compute the unknown displacement
between the sidebands, which depends largely on inertia [24].
This first step can help improve the comprehension of the
underlying physical phenomena.

With the aim of finding possible correlations among the
components of the different physical quantities (phase current,
current space vector, torque, and speed), many simulations were
performed varying inertia, load, and machine size.

The simulation results allow the authors to highlight the links
among the variables. Specifically, an equivalent circuit has been
developed to represent the machine reaction to the initial torque
ripple due to the rotor fault at infinite inertia, i.e., at constant
speed (the so-called steady state).

This new circuit, together with the well-known steady-state
equivalent circuit, allows an insightful interpretation of the
different phenomena involved. They can be visualized by ge-
ometrical loci plotted through the links among torque ripple,
speed ripple, and current components determined with variable
inertia. The main machine parameters involved are further
evidenced through the variation of these loci with load and ma-
chine size. Experiments confirm the validity of the developed
model.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II recalls several
models proposed to simulate the machine behavior in case
of broken bars. In Section III, the steady-state condition is
presented, and the various assumptions that allow introducing a
simple cause/effect relationship are highlighted. Speed reaction
is considered in Section IV, and the mechanism that leads
to the two current sidebands is described by a feedback loop
scheme. The loci of current components with varying inertia
are presented in Section V, as well as the influence of load
and machine size. The experimental test bed is described in
Section VI, while Section VII concludes this paper with the
final remarks.

II. WHICH MODEL FOR INDUCTION MACHINES WITH

BROKEN ROTOR BARS?

A lot of models can be found in the literature to simulate
induction machines considering stator and rotor winding distri-
butions, supply voltage waveforms, skew, and saturation [1],
[25]–[33]. These models can be used to simulate any effect
produced by spatial and temporal harmonics, but they cannot
solve the inverse problem of determining the causes from
the effects (fault quantification). Moreover, they need many
machine design parameters and are not suited for highlighting
the parameters that mainly influence the machine response.
With fault quantification among our goals, we need a simpler
model.

Let us model the machine with an ideal two-phase sym-
metrical stator and a rotor with N + 1 meshes with infinite
impedance parameters in some of the branches [34]. This
model, which excludes magnetic saturation and interbar cur-
rents, is suitable for calculating currents, torque, and speed with
the only effects due to broken bars, i.e., the spectrum line chain
at pulsations (1± 2ks)ω for the currents and ±2ksω for torque
and speed.

Considering a small fault (one broken bar), the spectral
chain can be interrupted at first order (k = 1). With these
premises, the machine shows a quasi-steady-state behavior
characterized by a constant average value of current space
vector (and of phase currents if a synchronous reference
frame is used), torque, and speed, while the superimposed
ripples can be considered as monoharmonic signals at pulsa-
tion 2sω.

Simulations show that a two-phase rotor dynamical model
with suitable asymmetry factors gives results similar to the
mesh model [5], [35]–[40]. In particular, in [5], the asymmetry
coefficients are linked to the rotor bar number as recalled in the
following. The Park model of the machine with the asymmet-
rical rotor, in a reference frame rotating at the electrical rotor
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speed pulsation Pωr, is defined as (1), shown at the bottom of
the page.

This model can be used, together with the mechanical equa-
tions, to describe the operation of the faulty rotor machine with
regard only to the sideband components and their harmonics
due to a rotor asymmetry.

Some simplifying assumptions can be adopted for the slip
up to the rated value, with the rotor resistances being the
main parameters: The difference between the d−q linking and
leakage fluxes can be neglected, while for the rotor resistances,
the following relationships are adopted. If n contiguous bars are
broken and axis q is oriented in the direction of the fault, the two
equivalent rotor circuits have respectively N/2 and (N/2− n)
bars; therefore

Rrd = Rr =
(2Ns)

2

N
2

(
Rb +

Re

N

2 sin2
(
δ
2

)
)

(2)

and for the faulty phase

Rrq =
(2Ns)

2

N/2− n

(
Rb +

Re

N

2 sin2
(
δ
2

)
)
. (3)

This simplified model was extensively tested through simu-
lations and experiments, obtaining good results [5].

III. MACHINE BEHAVIOR WITHOUT SPEED REACTION

Instantaneous symmetrical components are suitable for the
development of equivalent circuits for asymmetrical machines.
Using the common mode and differential parameter system (1),
with the adopted simplifying assumptions, results in (4), shown
at the bottom of the page.

The difference between the two resistances referred to the
healthy resistance, in case of n � N , is

ΔRr =

[
1

N/2− n
− 1

N
2

]
Rr � 2n

N
Rr (5)

and their average is Rr +ΔRr/2 � Rr.
Now, we proceed considering the machine behavior at con-

stant speed, i.e., in the absence of speed reaction to the torque
ripple. In this situation, considering a low severity fault, the
stator current is a simple superposition of a disturbance at pul-
sation (1− 2s)ω on the sinusoidal current at supply pulsation.

With reference to steady-state conditions, the Laplace opera-
tor p in system (4) can be replaced by jsω [35], obtaining the
so-called forward–backward monoharmonic model suitable for
computing the stator component at (1− 2s)ω. The current Isp
(or positive sequence) has the supply pulsation ω, and Irp and
Irn have pulsations sω and −sω, respectively, while Isn has
the pulsation (1− 2s)ω. We obtain (6), shown at the bottom of
the page.

Normalizing the system to the supply pulsation, the system
becomes (7), shown at the bottom of the next page.

It is convenient to emphasize the forward (Isn + Irn) and
backward (Isp + Irp) magnetizing currents

V =(Rs+jxs)Isp+jXm(Isp+Irp)

0=

(
Rs

2s− 1
+jxs

)
Isn+jXm(Isn+Irn)

0=jXm(Isp+Irp)+

[
Rr

s
+jxr

]
Irp+

ΔRr

2

s
(Irp+Irn)

0=jXm(Isn+Irn)+

[
Rr

s
+jxr

]
Irn+

ΔRr

2

s
(Irp+Irn). (8)

⎡
⎢⎣
vd
vq
0
0

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣
Rs + p(ls +Md) −Pωr(ls +Mq) pMd −PωrMq

Pωr(ls +Md) Rs + p(ls +Mq) PωrMd pMq

pMd 0 Rrd + p(lrd +Md) 0
0 pMq 0 Rrq + p(lrq +Mq)

⎤
⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣
isd
isq
ird
irq

⎤
⎥⎦ (1)

⎡
⎢⎣
vp
vn
0
0

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
Rs + (p+ jPωr)(ls +M) 0 (p+ jPωr)M 0

0 Rs + (p− jPωr)(ls +M) 0 (p− jPωr)M
pM 0 Rr + p(lr +M) ΔRr

2

0 pM ΔRr

2 Rr + p(lr +M)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣
isp
isn
irp
irn

⎤
⎥⎦ (4)

⎡
⎢⎣
V̄
0
0
0

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
Rs + jω(ls +M) 0 jωM 0

0 Rs + j[2s− 1]ωM 0 j[2s− 1]ωM
jsωM 0 Rr + jsω(lr +M) ΔRr

2

0 jsωM ΔRr

2 Rr + jsω(lr +M)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣
Isp
Isn
Irp
Irn

⎤
⎥⎦ (6)
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit corresponding to system (8).

Fig. 2. Simplified equivalent circuit corresponding to system (9).

This allows to visualize the machine behavior by the equiv-
alent circuit of Fig. 1, containing four meshes with vertical
branches. The branches are due respectively to the forward
magnetizing current, to the rotor asymmetry, and to the back-
ward magnetizing current.

Far from the low slip region, the forward magnetizing current
can be disregarded, cutting off the first branch. The third
branch, i.e., the backward magnetizing current Isn + Irn, can
be disregarded as well. Note that this simplification leads to
neglecting the contribution that this magnetizing current, or the
backward flux component at pulsation (1− 2s)ω, gives to the
torque ripple considered in the following [24].

According to the aforementioned assumptions, Isp = −Irp
and Isn = −Irn, system (8) becomes (9), and the equivalent
circuit is reduced to the two-mesh circuit of Fig. 2

V =

[
Rs+

Rr

s
+j(xs+xr)

]
Isp+

ΔRr

2

s
(Isp+Isn)

0=

(
Rs

2s− 1
+
Rr

s
+j(xs+xr)

)
Isn+

ΔRr

2

s
(Isp+Isn). (9)

System (9) allows to express Isn as a function of Isp

Isn =

ΔRr
2

s

Rs

2s−1 + Rr+ΔRr/2
s + j(xs + xr)

Isp. (10)

In the denominator of (10), near the rated slip, the main
parameter is Rr/s. Therefore, in case of n = 1

Isn �
ΔR
2s
Rr

s

Isp =
ΔR

2Rr
Isp =

n

N
Isp =

1

N
Isp. (11)

Having neglected the forward magnetizing current, (11) does
not hold for low slip values. A better approximation is obtained
if the amplitude Isn is referred to the fundamental current once
the magnetizing current Io is subtracted

Isn � n

N
(Isp − Io) =

1

N
(Isp − Io). (12)

The current ratio is fairly constant in a large slip range, and
this is typical of machines of various sizes [24], [41]. It can be
concluded that (12) allows to diagnose the fault on a wide range
of machines and operating conditions at constant speed.

There is a slight numerical discrepancy between the results
obtained by (12) and machine simulations, mainly due to
neglecting end-ring currents. In case of large size machines
with high pole numbers, the end-ring contribution is vanish-
ingly small, and so is the no-load current. In this case, (11)
approximates well the machine behavior.

All the previous considerations on one phase current can be
applied to the current space vector. In steady state, only the
component Isn at pulsation (1− 2s)ω or 2sω is present, and it
will be denoted as the initial (i.e., with infinite inertia) left side
component I ′l = Isn with phase ϕI′

l
. In the next section, we will

show how it is dynamically modified by the speed ripple effect.
The current space vector 	i in a reference frame rotating at

pulsation ω is

	i =

√
3

2

[
Ie−jΦ + I ′le

−j

(
2sωt+ϕI′

l

)]
. (13)

In addition to the dc component
√

3/2I(cosΦ− j sinΦ),
the fault component at pulsation −2sω is present. The locus
described by 	i in the active–reactive plane is a circle traveled
counterclockwise with radius I ′l and center

√
3/2[Ie−jΦ], cor-

responding to active and reactive ripple components with the
same amplitude I ′l = Isn.

The 2sω component in the current introduces a ripple
component in the EM torque. The flux space vector is 	λ =√
3/2[λe−jπ/2], and the EM torque is

Tem(t)=P	λ ∧	i

=
3

2
P
[
λe−jπ/2

]
∧
[
Iej(ωt−Φ)+I ′le

j

[
(1−2s)ωt−ϕI′

l

]]

=
3

2
PλI cosΦ+

3

2
Pλ

[
I ′l cos

(
2sωt+ϕI′

l

)]
. (14)

The EM torque develops a new component ΔT ′
em(t) at

pulsation 2sω proportional to the 2sω component of the current

⎡
⎢⎣
V̄
0
0
0

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
Rs + j(Xm + xs) 0 jXm 0

0 Rs

2s−1 + j(Xm + xs) 0 jXm

jXm 0 Rr

s + j(Xm + xr)
ΔRr

2

s

0 jXm

ΔRr
2

s
Rr

s + j(Xm + xr)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎣
Isp
Isn
Irp
Irn

⎤
⎥⎦ (7)
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space vector

ΔT ′
em(t) =

3

2
Pλ

[
I ′l cos

(
2sωt+ ϕI′

l

)]
. (15)

IV. MACHINE BEHAVIOR WITH SPEED REACTION:
CURRENT SPACE VECTOR COMPONENTS AND

CURRENT SIDEBAND FEATURES

With finite inertia, torque ripple generates speed ripple
through the mechanical transfer function; the EM system, in
turn, modifies this initial torque ripple through a feedback
loop mechanism. With sufficiently high inertia, the machine
response is inertial and can be modeled simply [24]. The
speed ripple is linked to the actual EM torque ripple ΔTem(t)
superimposed to the load torque by the integral relationship
Δωr(t) = 1/J

∫
ΔTem(t)dt, and reference can be made to a

quasi-steady state around the operating point. Speed ripple in-
duces motional EMFs and, therefore, new current components
at pulsations (1± 2s)ω (or 2sω in the rotating reference frame).

According to [3], the actual left sideband component Il is
the composition of a new speed ripple caused component I ′′l
at (1− 2s)ω (−2sω in the rotating reference frame) and the
initial one I ′l. Its amplitude is similar to the amplitude of the
right side component Ir, but the displacement between I ′′l and
I ′l is unknown. In the past, the authors have hypothesized a
displacement of π in order to retrieve the initial value I ′l,
dependent on fault severity, through the sum of the two actual
sideband amplitudes, but it was not clear in which operating
conditions this hypothesis held.

A recent development enables to determine this angular
displacement using a synchronous reference frame [24]. In the
rotating reference frame, the current space vector is

	i =

√
3

2

[
Ie−jΦ + Ile

−j(2sωt+ϕIl) + Ire
j(2sωt−ϕIr )

]
. (16)

We determine the active and reactive components of current
ripple as functions of the sideband components

Δ	i= [Δiact(t)−jΔireact(t)]

=

√
3

2

[
Ile

−j(2sωt+ϕIl
) + Ire

j(2sωt−ϕIr )
]

=

√
3

2
[Il cos (2sωt+ ϕIl) + Ir cos (2sωt−ϕIr )]

−j

√
3

2
[Il sin (2sωt+ ϕIl)−Ir sin (2sωt−ϕIr )] . (17)

The displacement of the two sinusoidal terms representing the
real and imaginary parts of the current space vector at pulsation
2sω is easily computed by the envelope of the sinusoidal
functions obtained projecting the demodulated current space
vector on the synchronous reference frame.

Moving from the time-varying representation to the phasor
representation, the following phasors can be defined:

I l = Ile
−jϕIl , Ir = Ire

jϕIr , ΔIact = ΔIacte
jϕIact ,

ΔIreact =ΔIreacte
jϕIreact .

Fig. 3. Derivation of Il and Ir from the sum and difference of the phasors
−jΔIreact and ΔIact for two inertia values.

Then, using (17)

ΔIact = I l + Ir, ΔIreact = jI l − jIr (18)

and therefore, it is possible to compute the current sideband
phasors from the active and reactive space vector components

I l =
ΔIact − jΔIreact

2
, Ir =

ΔIact + jΔIreact
2

. (19)

The phasor angles are revealing, enabling a thorough com-
prehension of physical phenomena involving torque and speed
ripple, as will be shown in Section V.

The shapes of the involved physical quantities have been
explored through extensive simulations of different machines
in different load and inertia conditions with a low dissymmetry
(one broken bar) as justified in Section II. The simulations
reported below are referred to a machine with a nameplate
1.5-kW 230-V 50-Hz die cast rotor with N = 28 bars, P = 2
pole pairs at full load, and one broken bar. Different load
conditions and different machines have been considered as
well, and the results can be found in [24] and [41].

Varying the inertia, it results that the amplitude ΔIact, start-
ing from the initial value I ′l (for J → ∞), decreases strongly
with decreasing inertia, while ΔIreact, starting from I ′l as well,
remains fairly constant. The computation of Il and Ir according
to (19) can be visualized as in Fig. 3 where the phasor ΔIact is
reported for two inertia values. I l and Ir are the semidiagonals
of the parallelogram formed by −jΔIreact and ΔIact, respec-
tively. This construction shows clearly the machine reaction to
speed ripple: A right side current component is produced that
decreases the initial left side component, being

Il = I ′l + Ir. (20)

The different current components and their displacements are
reported in Figs. 4 and 5. Some experimental results, obtained
according to the procedure described in Section VI, are reported
in the figures as well.

As it can be seen, the displacement angle between I l and
Ir depends heavily on inertia, emphasizing that the sum of the
amplitudes of I l and Ir used for diagnostic aims [3]–[8] is not
always effective. In particular, such diagnostic technique works
well only for very low values of inertia, typically around the
intrinsic rotor inertia. Which fault signature can be used outside
this very limited field?
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Fig. 4. Shapes of peak values of ΔIact,ΔIreact and phase displacement
ψ of ΔIact over −jΔIreact versus inertia from simulation. Points from
experiments.

Fig. 5. Shapes of peak values of Il, Ir and their angular displacement versus
inertia from simulation. Points from experiments.

Fig. 6. Enlargement around the operating point of the current space vector
�i(t) for different inertia values.

If the locus of the current space vector is considered, the
circle found in steady state becomes an ellipse, whose projec-
tion on the imaginary axis, equal to ΔIreact = ΔIreacte

jϕIreact ,
is fairly constant with inertia and can be a better indicator
of fault severity than the sum of the left and right sideband
amplitudes.

Fig. 6 reports the current space vector loci for different values
of inertia.

Fig. 7. Torque and speed ripple and their angular displacement versus inertia
from simulation.

The EM torque component ΔTem(t) at pulsation 2sω
becomes

ΔTem(t) =
3

2
Pλ [Il cos (2sωt+ ϕIl) + Ir cos (2sωt− ϕIr )]

=

√
3

2
PλΔiact(t). (21)

The representative phasor for the EM torque at pulsation 2sω
(21) can be introduced as well, and this allows to visualize the
torque ripple variation with inertia according to the variation of
ΔIact or I l + Ir

ΔT em =
3

2
PλΔIact =

3

2
Pλ(I l + Ir). (22)

The shapes of torque ripple, speed ripple, and their displace-
ments are reported in Fig. 7. Note the similar shapes of ΔTem

and ΔIact in Figs. 7 and 4, respectively, and of Δωr and Ir in
Figs. 7 and 5, respectively.

V. LOCI OF CURRENT COMPONENTS AND EQUIVALENT

CIRCUIT WITH VARYING INERTIA

The simulations show, besides a constant value of ΔIreact,
a constant value of the angle β between ΔIact and Ir: This
feature allows a geometrical interpretation of how the phasors
change with inertia. The vertex of the parallelogram formed
by −jΔIreact and ΔIact, with the phasor 2Ir as a diagonal,
describes a circle, with −jΔIreact as the chord which subtends
an equal inscribed angle. The vertices of ΔIact and 2Ir move
along this circle with changing inertia. The constant value of
their angular displacement is fundamental and will be analyt-
ically justified in the following. For the machine under test at
full load and with one broken bar, this angle results in β = 54◦.

Fig. 8 shows the loci and the phasors referred to inertia values
of 0.07, 0.014, and 0.007 kg · m2. At infinite inertia, −jΔIreact
and ΔIact overlap, the vertex of ΔIact is in B, and Ir is zero.
Decreasing the inertia, the vertex moves along the circle, and
with inertia approaching zero, the vertex approaches point A.
The particular nonmonotonic shapes of Il and Ir at low inertia,
obtained also in [42], are perfectly justified.

The aforementioned geometrical representation suggests that
the fault signature to be used at large values of inertia, when
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Fig. 8. Loci described by ΔIact and 2Ir assuming −jΔIreact as reference
with 0 < J < ∞.

the sum of the sidebands is no longer effective, is ΔIreact.
The initial left sideband amplitude I ′l is well approximated by
ΔIreact, which is fairly independent of inertia.

There is a second circle, described by the vertex of Il and Ir,
to be noted (dotted circle in Fig. 8). When inertia approaches
zero, this vertex tends to point C, corresponding to equal
lengths of Il and Ir.

We now follow the physical cause/effect chain with the help
of Fig. 8 in order to understand the machine behavior and the
origin of the constant value of β. The machine reaction modifies
the initial torque ripple ΔT

′
em so that (22), from the geometrical

construction in Fig. 8, can be written as

ΔT em =
3

2
Pλ

(
I
′
l + 2Ir

)
=

3

2
Pλ(ΔIreact + 2Ir). (23)

The total torque decrease is therefore linked to twice the right
sideband component amplitude. Using phasor representation,
the relationships among the different variables become

Δωr = −j
ΔT em

J2sω
(24)

for speed and torque ripple and

Δθ = − 1

2sω
jΔωr = − 1

J(2sω)2
ΔT em (25)

for the consequent mechanical angular variation. Simulations
agree with the results obtained by (24) and (25).

The mechanical angle variation acts on the stator flux space
vector. Applying Taylor’s series truncated to the second term,
its effect can be modeled as the addition of a time-varying term
to the fundamental stator flux

λ(t)=

√
3

2
λe−j(π/2−PΔθ(t))=−j

√
3

2
λejPΔθ(t)

�−j

√
3

2
λ[1+jPΔθ(t)]=−j

√
3

2
λ+

√
3

2
λPΔθ(t). (26)

Using phasors, the new flux component at pulsation 2sω is
Δλ = λPΔθ. This motional flux at pulsation 2sω is added to
the existing transformer flux, which allows the transfer of the
rotor backward current component due to the asymmetry to the
stator.

So far, we considered the origin of the fault-generated speed
ripple. Let us now apply the effects of this speed ripple (a time-
varying flux and, consequently, a fault-induced EMF) to the
machine in order to study the electrical reaction. The EMF is
a small signal superimposed to the applied voltage, producing
small effects on the fundamental variables. The further effects
of such disturbance on machine asymmetries are second order,
and the machine can thus be assumed symmetrical.

The fault-induced EMF can be modeled as a voltage source
which, inserted in the symmetrical machine, produces a current
reaction. The Park machine model of the symmetrical machine
in the supply pulsation reference frame is [35][
(p+ jω)Δλ

0

]

=

[
Rs + (p+ jω)Ls (p+ jω)M

[p+ j(ω−Pωr)]M Rr + [p+ j(ω−Pωr)]Lr

]
·
[
istat
irot

]
(27)

where istat and irot are the stator and rotor currents. Using
phasors, the Laplace operator p = d/dt applied to variables at
pulsation 2sω can be replaced by j2sω; ,therefore d/dt+ jω is
replaced by j(1 + 2s)ω, while d/dt+ j(ω − Pωr) is replaced
by 3sω. The system becomes[
j(1 + 2s)λPΔθ

0

]
=

[
Rs + j(1 + 2s)ωLs j(1 + 2s)ωM

j3sωM Rr + j3sωLr

]

·
[
Istat
Irot

]
. (28)

The equations can be referred to a same pulsation ω dividing
the first one by (1 + 2s) and dividing the second by 3s, and the
second equation, system (29), is obtained[

jλPΔθ
0

]
=

[ Rs

1+2s + jωLs jωM

jωM Rr

3s + jωLr

]
·
[
Istat
Irot

]
.

(29)

Obviously, this mathematical passage alters the current pul-
sations: Istat goes from (1 + 2s)ω to ω, and Irot goes from
pulsation 3sω to ω, both with unchanged amplitude.

It is useful to highlight the forward magnetizing current
(Istat + Irot)

jλPΔθ =

[
Rs

(1 + 2s)
+ jωls)

]
Istat + jωM(Istat + Irot)

0 = jωM(Istat + Irot) +

[
Rr

3s
+ jωlr)

]
Irot. (30)

System (30) allows to visualize the machine behavior by
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 9. Two meshes with the stator
and the rotor equivalent currents, respectively, are present,
while the inner branch is due to the forward magnetizing cur-
rent. The stator mesh contains the voltage source corresponding
to the EMF.

Far from the low slip region, the magnetizing current can be
disregarded, cutting off the magnetizing branch. The equivalent
circuit is reduced to that of Fig. 10.
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Fig. 9. Equivalent circuit corresponding to system (30).

Fig. 10. Simplified equivalent circuit corresponding to (31).

Fig. 11. Qualitative phasor diagram linking ΔT em (or ΔIact) with Δωr ,
Δθ, and Ir .

The stator current yields the right sideband, and neglecting
the stator resistance, very simple relationships can be obtained

Irot=Ir=
−jλPΔθ

Rs

(1+2s)+jxs+
Rr

3s +jxr

� −jλPΔθ
Rr

3s +j(xs+xr)
=

e

Z
.

(31)

The angular relationships among the phasors involved in the
speed reaction to torque ripple are visualized in Fig. 11.

Starting from torque ripple ΔT em, speed ripple Δωr lags
by π/2, Δθ again lags by π/2, the same for the EMF
−j(1 + 2s)ωλPΔθ opposite to Δωr, and then, Ir is shifted by
angle α, being

α � arctg
3s(xs + xr)

Rr
. (32)

This relationship shows clearly that the displacement

β = π − α (33)

between Ir and ΔTem depends only on machine parameters
and load, while it is independent of inertia. This development
supports the previous observation (from both simulations and
experiments) that this angle is constant for a given machine
at a given load condition. For the considered 1.5-kW machine,
passing from the rated slip to half, the angle β varies from 54◦

to 67◦ for the decrease of α due to the increase of the equivalent

Fig. 12. Closed-loop block diagram of the faulty machine behavior.

resistance Rr/3s with respect to the reactance. These results are
reported in [24].

The angle α is highly dependent on machine design. Gen-
erally, the equivalent resistance Rr/3s decreases with respect
to the reactance with increasing machine sizes; therefore, α
increases, and β decreases. Results involving a larger test
machine can be found in [41].

The cause/effect chain rotor asymmetry → torque ripple →
speed ripple → machine reaction to speed ripple described
earlier can be represented as a closed-loop block diagram
reporting the quantities at pulsation 2sω (see Fig. 12). Although
it is a very simplified representation, it helps understand the
relationships among the physical quantities involved, and it
justifies why angle β is constant.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL TEST BED

In order to verify the theoretical analysis on the effects of
inertia, a suitable test bed, realized by the authors, was used.

The motor under test was connected to a brake test bench
which included a speed-controlled permanent-magnet machine.
The test bench has the capability of measuring speed, torque,
voltages, and currents of the machine under test.

The permanent-magnet brake was driven through a speed
control feedback loop with a proportional gain Kω

P and no
integral action. The speed control loop constrains the speed
ripple due to the rotor fault (which, to the control loop, is
an external disturbance), realizing a virtual increase of the
inertia. This strategy allows a continuous variation of the inertia
attached to the tested machine without the need to physically
swap weights and flanges.

At twice the slip pulsation 2sω, i.e., torque ripple pulsation,
the virtual inertia is proportional to the proportional gain [43]

Jv =
KTK

ω
P

(2sω)
. (34)

The results of experiments at different values of equivalent
inertia are reported in Figs. 4 and 5. The measurements are in
fair agreement with the simulation results. The discrepancies
can be ascribed to the assumptions of the model and to the pres-
ence of unavoidable intrinsic rotor asymmetries that influence
the tests.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a representation of the behavior of
faulty rotor induction machines which allows a deep physical
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understanding of the phenomena involved. A faulty machine
model was first used to derive a fault-induced EMF due to speed
ripple. Then, such disturbance was introduced in a healthy
machine model in order to close the physical cause/effect loop
chain.

Extensive simulations, confirmed by experiments, showed
how the behavior of the fault-affected physical quantities de-
pends on inertia, allowing insightful geometrical representa-
tions of the variables involved.

The analytical model confirms the experimental observations
and shows that, through the active and reactive components of
current ripple and the use of phasors, it is possible to improve
the usual MCSA technique based on the sum of the current
sideband amplitudes, used to quantify the severity of rotor bar
breakage.
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